A. Conclusions

After analyzing the kind of conflict in the movie “Steve Jobs”, some conclusions has been drawn as follows.

1. Three kinds of conflicts based Kurt Lewin theory were found, there are Approach-Approach Conflict means that both thing need and force the main character to find the solution, Avoidence-Avoidence Conflict mean tortured situation, and Approach-Avoidence Conflict which means too afraid with the consequence.

2. The most frequently conflict that can found in this “Steve Jobs” movie is Avoidence-Avoidence Conflict with 47 dialogues (46.06%) followed by Approach-Approach Conflict (27.27%) and Approach-Avoidence Conflict (26.67%).

3. The reasons why there were many conflicts faced by the main character are the main character show bad personality which always wanted be in control. Another reason is many conflicts happened because the main character didn’t think that he had limited ability to satisfy most of his needs. The main character didn’t want give up one goal in order to achieve. This reason showed why he always got pressure.
B. Suggestions

In relation to the conclusions, the following are presented as the suggestions which useful for:

1. Readers and students of English Department, to comprehend this topic, which are conflicts that still occurred wherever until this days, the most important is how we faced it and to resolve the conflict.

2. For other researchers, who are interested in conflicts topic, to do some further study because conflict always happened in our daily life that can be found exactly everywhere and every time, or in any medium such as TV shows, song lyrics, books, internets, and many more. This study can help other researcher to understand conflict and the types of conflicts.